


A quick flight with Pelikán 
and their story of automation of 
performance campaigns
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Gergő Demjén
my story

Accountant 

PPC Specialist 
Key Account Manager 

Performance Manager
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Pelikán
about company

Online travel agency Slovak company Since 2004

6 countries 200+ employees 88.000.000€  
yearly revenue



Google Ads 10/2018
Structure of the campaigns and their quality 

Not identical 
structure

Too many 
campaigns 

Cannibalisation

Landing pages

Feeds 

Bidding



Rebuilding of the structure

Manual campaigns  
 

Automatic campaigns  

Master Feeds

Audit of the past performance 
 

How people search for it?  
 

Structure definition
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Geographic / product info

Sales data 

Product photo

Price parameter

Form in the ad 

Auto Landing Page
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Rebuilding of the structure

Campaign  
Creation

Automated 
Negative keywords

Structure Master feeds



Negative keyword lists 

For avoid cannibalisation between campaigns

Exclude just eligible keywords 

Low search volume’s are not excluded.

Auto updated by script
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Definition of our KPI

Profit 

One main long term goal which have 
every company & business



18%

REVENUE

Revenue vs. Margin



78%18%

of companies  
 

CONVERSIONS  

of companies  
 

REVENUE

4%

of companies  
 

MARGIN

Revenue vs. Margin
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Revenue vs. Margin
example

✓
+
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SPEND REVENUE EFFIENCY

1 €400 €1400 29 %

2 €500 €2500 20%

3 €600 €3500 17 %

€1500 €7400 20%

Target 20% efficiency  
Biggest possible volume

E-shop

Avg. margin 30%
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Revenue vs. Margin
Different products & different margins 
Average margin 30% - Margin / product between 10 - 50 % 

SPEND REVENUE EFFIENCY

1 €400 €1400 29 %

2 €500 €2500 20%

3 €600 €3500 17 %

€1500 €7400 20%

MARGIN

€630

€750

€805

€2185

+
+

-

Bidding based on more precise data = better business results and bigger profit

% MARGIN

45 %

30 %

23 %

30 %

COST / MARGIN

63 %

67 %

75 %

69 %

✓
+

-



Margin optimalisation in Pelikán

Importing and pairing margin for every transactions

For cancelled orders 0 margin

KEYWORD level margin and profit calculation

Different margin targets



Conversion paths can be long and complicated. 
How to assign the right value to marketing channels?
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Attribution models

Single touch Multi touch

Linear 
   

 

 
Time decay

LastClick  
 

Last-Non 

Direct 
 

First Click 
 

Position based



Attribution models

Single touch Data-Driven Multi touch

Data driven  

Google Ads 

Shapley 

Markov 

Linear 
   

 

 
Time decay

LastClick  
 

Last-Non 

Direct 
 

First Click 
 

Postion base



Markov & Shapley model

Calculate the probability of the conversion

Every conversion & non-conversion path

Mathematical formula

Cross channel



Markov & Shapley chain

Andrey Markov

	sequence	of	possible	events

Markov & Shapley model

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sequence


Markov model

Markov vs. Shapley -> Faster calculation  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Markov model

Markov vs. Shapley -> Faster calculation  
 
Cross channel & lowest possible level 

30 day conversion window & daily bases 
 
Calculating Shapley for channel level & monthly bases
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1/3

2/3
1/2

1/2

1

1/2

1/2

Combination of every  
possible conversion route



Example

START
1/3

2/3
1/2

1/2

1

1/2

1/2

2/3 * 1/2 * 1 * 1/2 + 1/3 * 1 * 1/2 = 1/3

It multiples the % possibility 



Example

START
1/3 1 1/2

1/3 * 1 * 1/2 = 1/6

Precision with removal effect
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Example

START
1/3

2/3

1/2

0



Example
= 1 - ⅙ / ⅓ = 1/2

Last click linear Markov

Google 1 0.33 0.4

Facebook 0 0.33 0.2

Newsletter 0 0.33 0.4

= 1 - 0 / ⅓ = 1

= 1 - 0 / ⅓ = 1

= 1 / (1/2 + 1 + 1) = 0.4

= 1 / (1/2 + 1 + 1) = 0.4

= 1/2 / (1/2 + 1 + 1) = 0.2
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Attribution in Pelikán

Brand

NonBrand

Display

-45%

65%

90%

Reports which comparing different models 

Biggest benefit = More precise data  
 
Helps better allocate the budget between KW’s 



Not precise targets & lower quality campaigns 

Bidding

Data pairing processNew campaigns without the all history

Potential & Risks

Over & under bidded keywords
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1. Pair historical data based on structure map

2. Connect external data sources 

3. Autobid every campaign (smaller one too)

4. Different targets - Minimise the CPC where it’s possible

Pelikan bidding solution  

& Google Smart Bidding 
Combination 80% - 20 % 

MagicScripts is paid tool -> need to count it in the efficiency goal



YoY Results 

YoY 1-9 month ALL Non Brand SRCH

Spend 17% 4%

Clicks 51% 43%

Last Click Margin 63% 23%

Markov Margin 40% 55%



YoY Results 

YoY 1-9 month ALL Non Brand SRCH

Spend 17% 4%

Clicks 51% 43%

Last Click Margin 63% 23%

Markov Margin 40% 55%

Markov Profit 65% 255%



How many of you are using cross channel attributed, margin 
oriented, autobidding on every of your campaigns? 

?



Key takeaways
Less campaigns are more

Good data feeds 

Attribution models 

Margin & profit

Be smart marketer and optimise



Thank you 
gergo.demjen@pelikan.sk 
 


